JOURNALS
FILM & MEDIA
• Arizona Quarterly: A Journal of American Literature, Culture, and Theory
• ASAP/Journal
• Black Camera
• Canadian Journal of Film Studies
• Cinema Journal
• Film & History: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Film and Television Studies
• Film History: An International Journal
• Framework: The Journal of Cinema and Media
• Hitchcock Annual
• JCMS: Journal of Cinema and Media Studies
• Jewish Film & New Media: An International Journal
• Journal of Film and Video
• Mechademia
• The Moving Image
• Music and the Moving Image
• Music, Sound, and the Moving Image
• Science Fiction Film and Television
• The Velvet Light Trap

JOURNALS
MUSIC
• Acta Musicologica
• American Music
• Asian Music
• Computer Music Research Journal
• Fontes Artis Musicae
• Indiana Theory Review
• Latin American Music Review
• Leonardo Music Journal
• Music and Letters
• Music and the Moving Image
• Music, Sound, and the Moving Image
• Notes
• The Opera Quarterly
• Perspectives of New Music
• Philosophy of Music Education Review
• Women and Music: A Journal of Gender and Culture

JOURNALS
THEATER & PERFORMANCE
• Asian Theatre Journal
• Bulletin of the Comediantes
• Canadian Theatre Review
• CHINOPERL: Journal of Chinese Oral and Performing Literature
WITH MUSE, OUR BOOKS AND JOURNALS SUPPORT YOUR COURSEWORK:

- Transform your syllabus with stable links to course content
- Link to articles, book reviews, and chapters. Email links directly to your students.
- Search books and journals on the same platform

LET MUSE HOST YOUR JOURNAL

- Journals can be subscription or fully open access
- Marketing and sales support puts your journal in front of the right readers
- Now with new streamlined pricing

THEATER & PERFORMANCE (CONT’D)

- Comparative Drama
- Dance Research Journal
- Early Theatre: A Journal associated with the Records of Early English Drama
- Eugene O’Neill Review
- Forum Modernes Theater
- Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism
- Latin American Theatre Review
- Modern Drama
- PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art
- Shakespeare Bulletin
- Shakespeare Quarterly
- TDR: The Drama Review
- Theatre History Studies
- Theatre Journal
- Theatre Notebook
- Theatre Symposium
- Theatre Topics
- University of Toronto Quarterly

BOOK PUBLISHERS

- Amsterdam University Press
- Duke University Press
- Indiana University Press
- Manchester University Press
- NYU Press
- Princeton University Press
- Rutgers University Press
- The University Press of Kentucky
- University of California Press
- University of Illinois Press
- University of Michigan Press
- University of Minnesota Press
- University of Rochester Press
- University Press of Mississippi
- Wayne State University Press
- Wesleyan University Press